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FIG. 1. The primary stimulus field: The annular aperture is 
restricted to a sector, the area of which is specified by the angular 

coordinate 0. 

system description, it is necessary to specify this set. This we now do. 
A rotating radial grating of arbitrary waveform forms the primary 

stimulus. The view of this grating is restricted to foveal annulus 
portions of which may be sectioned off. (The remaining area is specified 
by the angular coordinate O; see Fig. 1.) The sectored annulus is 
superimposed upon a uniform white background field, and the subject 
fixates, monocularly, the centre of the annulus. The amplitude of the 
primary stimulus waveform is restricted to 10 per cent of the back
ground field level. Illumination is photopic. (For a fuller account of the 
experimental approach and method, see Foster.7) 

In Fig. 2 we show the model. The R represent receptors (or groups 
of receptors) separated by the angular distance AO (measured angularly 
around the annular field); the V represent de Lange low pass filters 
(see de Lange8), and the H represent modified Reichardt multipliers 

01 01 01 

02 02 

FIG. 2. A model of the human visual system for real motion stimuli 
(see text). The Rare receptors (or groups of receptors), the V are de 
Lange low pass filters, and the H are modified Reichardt multipliers. 
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(see Reichardt and Varju,9 and Foster1). Information about the local 
time-varying course of the signal is carried in the channels marked 01 

and inf~rma~ion a~out. the spatial organization of these local temporai 
fluctuations is earned m the channels marked 02. Provided the signals 
from both 01 and 02 surmount their respective threshold mechanisms, 
a sensation of well-defined directed motion is induced (if the spatial 
period of the stimulus is not too small). 

We now examine the general motion response of this network. 
Let rw,_(AO) be the response of a single H-unit to a moving sinusoid 

of spatial period A and temporal (angular) frequency m. It may be shown 
that in the steady state 

(AO) m . (2n.AO) r w). u = _2 ___ • sm --
a +m2 A. 

where a is the _rate consta~t. ?f the cross filters (q.v., in Foster7). 
Let PH(O) describe the sens1t1vity of the system to variations in the 
total H-unit population with variations in area 0. Similarly, let PH(A8) 
describe the sensitivity of the system to variations in the relative H-unit 
population with variations in the input-pair separation AO. Then, the 
final weighted H-unit output, s8w;.(AO) say, is given by the following: 

Sowi A8) = PH( 8). PH{ 0) . r roi AO) ( 2) 

We define the general motion response of the network, fJll, to be the 
set of all outputs s8w;.(A8) which are each large enough to surmount 
some threshold TH. That is, using conventional set-theoretic notation: 

fJll = {sow;.(A8): A8 E [ Mmin• AOmax], lsow;.(AO)I > TH} (3) 

where s8w;.(AO) is defined by equation 2, and [ A8min• AOmax] is the 
set of all possible input-pair separations. 

In order that fJll may give rise to a sensation of motion with well-
defined direction, we require [J}l to be non-empty and all the s (A8) 
to have the same sign (which we choose positive). Ow). 

3. THE EXISTENCE OF AN APPARENT MOTION EFFECT 

In the previous section we presented the elements of a model for real 
motion stimuli. We now show that such a scheme implies the existence 
of an apparent motion effect associated with certain configurations of 
flashing light stimuli. (Note: The comments made in this and in 
subsequent sections are valid only for the set of input stimuli defined 
in Section 2.) 

Consider two distinct points in the stimulus field (see Fig. l) such 
that their angular separation AO E [ AOmin• AOmaxJ. Suppose we apply 
to each of these points a time-varying sinusoid of temporal frequency 
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ro and phase difference 2n/J..()/J.,. The response r ro;.(11()) then generated 
by the relevant H-unit is clearly indistinguishable from the equivalent 
real motion response. This does not necessarily mean that the set &£, 
defining the general motion response of the system, is non-empty (see 
equation 3). However, since PH(()) and PH(/1()) are simply weighting 
factors, the condition js8ro;.(11())1 > TH may be satisfied by choosing the 
amplitude of the input sinusoids sufficiently large. The non-emptiness 
of &£ may thus be assured. 

We therefore have the implication that under suitable conditions, 
two discrete stationary sources of light, flashing with a certain temporal 
frequency and separated by an appropriate time-lag, will give rise to a 
sensation of real motion. Proposition (i) of Section r is consequently 
verified. 

4. FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS 

We now examine two specific stimulus configurations: one a stationary 
flashing light stimulus, and the other a real motion stimulus. Both have 
the same constant angular area ()0 E [ 118min• 11(J~axJ. For each configura
tion we obtain an explicit representation of the general motion response 
&£. The frequency response characteristics of the two sets are then 
compared. 

In the first case (Case r), let 80 refer to an intact aperture (as in 
Fig. r ). We arrange for a sinusoidal waveform of spatial period A.0 and 
temporal frequency ro0 to rotate behind this aperture. From equations 
r, 2 and 3, the general real motion response of the model is then given 
by the following: 

Ble0 ={se0ro 0;.0(118):11() E [11Bmin> (Jo], Se0ro 0;.0(11(}) >TH} (4) 
where 

so ro;. (.M) = PH(80).pH(118).-~.sin(2n~/1(}) 
o o o a +co~ Ao 

The mod signs on s80 ro 0;. 0(/18) have been dropped so that f!ll corresponds 
to motion with well-defined direction (q.v., Section 2). 

In the second case (Case 2), let 00 refer to the aperture shown in 
Fig. 3, in which the two equal half-sectors of areas !80 are separated 
by i(J0 • Suppose each of these half-sectors is spatially uniform and 
each varies sinusoidally in time. Let the temporal frequency be ro6 and 
the phase lag between the sources be 2nl1<f>. The general motion 
response of the model to this stimulus is then: 

(J/t~ 0 ={s~orooAq,(118):118 E [max{!Oo, /18min}, ~-80], s~owoA</> > TH} (5) 

where 
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Frn. 3. The primary stimulus field of Case z (see text). The annular 
aperture is restricted to two sectors, each of area t() 0 , separated by 

te •. 
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The original areal weighting factor PH(fJ) has been replaced by the 
factor P~(8) defined for the modified stimulus configuration. 

If equations 4 and 5 are now compared, it is seen that providing the 
rate constant a is independent of 118, the sets Bl80 and f!ll~ 0 have the 
same dependence upon temporal frequency w. In particular, both 
maximize with respect to number and magnitude of elements at ro = a. 
Since Case r constitutes a real motion stimulus and Case 2 a stationary 
flashing light stimulus, we have the following prediction. 

Prediction A: The real motion stimulus of Case 1 and the stationary 
flashing light stimulus of Case 2 should give rise to visual responses 
which maximize, with respect to temporal frequency, at the same 
value. 

We now show that if certain other assumptions are made, the above 
prediction may be made more specific. . . . . 

Let us consider the general case described m Sect10n 2, with &£ 
given by equation 3. Suppose fJ is reduced and A. is increased so that a 
sensation of well-defined directed motion can only be obtained over a 
small range of ro. The behaviour of f!ll is then almost completely deter
mined by the element max f!ll, defined thus: 

max(J/t = max{s8ro;.(11fJ): M 8 [118min• min{O, 118max}], sero;.(110) > o} 
(6) 

where 

If PH(11fJ) falls of sufficiently rapidly (see Foster7), then 

1UaX fJl = Sero;.(/18min) (7) 
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Lemma: If A = 180°, and emin is the associated value of e such that 
a sensation of well-defined directed motion can only be obtained 
over a small range of ro, then by experiment7 

(8) 

We return to the stimulus configurations of Case 1 and Case 2, with 
f!ll defined by equations 4 and 5 respectively. Suppose we fix A.0 = 180°, 
and 80 = 8min· Then, using the above, we have for Case 1: 

maxf!/l~ . = PH(Bm;n)·PHC!8m;n).~.sina-emin) (9) 
mm a +w~ 

and for Case 2: 

maxf!/l~ . = P~(8)min·PH(!8min).-2Wo .sin(2n.AefJ) (10) 
mm a +m~ 

It is reasonable to suppose that PH(emin) and P~(8m;n) do not differ 
too greatly. If we select 2nA<jJ = -!Bmin• it then follows that 

(n) 

which holds whether a is a function of Ae or not (see Prediction A, 
above). Since at motion threshold f!ll is determined by max f!ll, we also 
have 

(12) 

This implies the following stronger form of Prediction A: 

Prediction B: With A = 180°, 80 = emin• and 2n.A</J = !8min• the 
real motion stimulus of Case 1 and the stationary flashing light 
stimulus of Case 2 should give rise to visual responses which are 
identical in their temporal frequency dependence. 

In order to test Prediction B, the experiment described below was 
carried out. 

5. EXPERIMENT TO TEST PREDICTION B 

Using the experimental method outlined in Section 2, the subject was 
presented with two stimulus configurations: 

1. A real motion stimulus consisting of a 180° sine grating rotating 
behind an aperture with area (J = 8min (as in Fig. l). 

2. A stationary flashing light stimulus consisting of two uniformly 
illuminated apertures, with areas :~.gmin and separation !8min (as 
in Fig. 3), varying sinusoidally in time with phase difference !8min· 

In both cases, the temporal frequency of the stimulus was set at 
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random values, and the subject indicated whether the induced sensation 
was that of well-defined directed motion or not. A histogram was then 
constructed of number of positive responses plotted against frequency ro. 
The results for the two subjects are shown in Fig. 4. The total area 
8min is marked in each case. 
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FIG. 4. A comparison of the motion responses induced by the real 
motion stimulus of Case r and the flashing light stimulus of Case 2 

(see text). The number of positive responses (in arbitrary units) is 
plotted against temporal frequency w (in cycles per seconds). 

It is seen that for each subject the real and apparent motion curves 
are very similar, both maximizing at the same value of ro. If we assume 
that the number of positive responses occurring depends upon the 
strength of the induced motion sensation, then Predictions A and B are 
verified. 

6. CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that the existence of an apparent motion effect, 
associated with certain flashing-light sources, is a natural consequence 
of a real motion model. It has also been shown that the temporal 
frequency response characteristics of this apparent motion effect are 
the same as those of the equivalent real motion effect. 

We therefore have the implication that, for a restricted class of stimuli, 
the same functional mechanisms may be used to represent both the 
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processes underlying real motion phenomena and the processes under
lying apparent motion phenomena. 
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DETECTION, DISCRIMINATION AND 
BRIGHTNESS OF SUCCESSIVELY 

PRESENTED FLASHING LIGHTS* 

SIDNEY STECHER 

Psychology Department, Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts 

The research reported here is concerned with the detection, discrimina
tion and brightness of two flashes of equal area presented to the same 
foveal location in succession. In all measurements to be reported the 
interval separating the two flashes was greater than that required to 
just perceive two flashes. 

APPARATUS 

The apparatus consisted of a specially constructed four-channel 
binocular maxwellian viewing system, the complete details of which 
have previously been published.1 Before the beginning of each experi
mental session the subject was dark adapted for I 5 minutes and then 
looked at the prevailing luminance of the 12° 15' adapting field for 5 
more minutes with either the right eye alone or with both eyes, depend
ing on the measurements being made. Test fields subtended 2°; 
adaptation fields subtended 12° 15'· Test fields were always super
imposed on the adapting field, and viewing was foveal, through a 
2-mm artificial pupil, controlled by two fixation points located just above 
and below the 2° square test field. Viewing could be either monocular 
or binocular. 

SUCCESSIVE FLASH DETECTION 

' While the influence of spatial variations in test and background fields 
using increment threshold detection has received extensive previous 
investigation,2- 12 little work has been done on the detectability of one 
of two equal size fields successively presented to the same retinal 
location without the presence of spatial transients between the fields. 
Sperling11 has suggested that spatial transients may mediate detection 
when fields are simultaneously presented (simultaneous contrast) while 

* The majority of the research reported· in this paper has been supported by 
grants NB 7340 from the National Institute for Neurological Disease and Blind
ness, National Institute of Health, and EY-00023 from the Eye Research Insti
tute, National Institute of Health, and in part from a National Institute of Health 
Biomedical Institutional Grant. 
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